
 

Caterpillars turn anti-predator defense
against sticky toxic plants
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Theroa zethus spraying acid. Credit: Dussourd et al, 2019

A moth caterpillar has evolved to use acids, usually sprayed at predators
as a deterrent, to disarm the defenses of their food plants, according to a
study publishing July 10 in the open-access journal PLOS ONE by David
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Dussourd from the University of Central Arkansas and colleagues.

Some plants such as poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima) produce and
store latex in specialized canals within their leaves, which can gum up
and poison herbivorous insects that try to eat them. To get around this
defense, larvae of the notodontid moth Theroa zethus bathe the leaf stem
in an acidic secretion produced from a gland on the underside of their
head, which prevents the flow of latex. To investigate this unusual
strategy, the researchers filmed the caterpillar feeding, analyzed the
creatures' acidic secretions, and investigated the effect of the acid at the 
cellular level.

They found that the caterpillar's secretion is a mixture of formic and
butyric acids. Histological analysis showed that the secretion physically
deforms plant cell walls. Video recordings documented that before
applying the acid, the caterpillars use their mandibles to scrape at and
compress the leaf stem. Artificially replicating these behaviors in the
laboratory, using sandpaper and binder clips, also prevented latex flow
from the leaves, confirming that the caterpillars' behaviors play a part in
disarming the plant's defenses.

The team observed compression behaviors in six other species of
notodontid moth which eat plants lacking latex canals, but only Theroa
zethus used acid. The authors suggest that as the species evolved to feed
on toxic plants, the caterpillars co-opted a pre-evolved anti-predator
deterrent to help reduce the flow of latex and make their meal more
palatable and less dangerous.
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Natural and artificial girdles in euphorb petioles. Finished girdle in a poinsettia
petiole created by a final instar Theroa zethus. Credit: Dussourd et al, 2019

Dussourd adds: "To understand if a plant is vulnerable to insect feeding,
one needs to consider not just the defenses of the plant, but also the
capabilities of the insect. In this study, a caterpillar deactivates the latex
defense of poinsettia by secreting acid from its anti-predator gland. The
caterpillar facilitates acid penetration by scraping the plant surface, then
compresses the plant to rupture the latex canals internally. The
combination of behavioral manipulation and acid secretion allows the
caterpillar to disarm the plant often without contacting any latex
exudate."

  More information: Dussourd DE, Van Valkenburg M, Rajan K,
Wagner DL (2019) A notodontid novelty: Theroa zethus caterpillars use
behavior and anti-predator weaponry to disarm host plants. PLoS ONE
14(7): e0218994. doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0218994
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